Be a part of the brave new world of ubiquitous computing along with Agentto™.
Agentto™ creates the digital environment necessary for the long-wondered scenarios to be finally created and adequately offered.

This is a unique and innovative concept in whole world and has a patent application filed in USPTO and other countries.

THE WORLD IS FLAT NOW

Due to widespread technical standards, cultural and commercial integration via Web as well as global platforms and social networks, nowadays anyone from anywhere can build solutions for everyone, everywhere.

But one must do first class technology and satisfy at least one major latent pain of somebody.

Come venture with us!

STATE-OF-ART

Partners will have access to scalable and evolving technology that is applicable to a broad range of personal and corporative needs.

You will be able to develop solutions with valuable differentials upon the technologies (for location, context and situation awareness) that Agentto™ is producing on top of cloud computing, CEP, SOA, BPM, Semantic Reasoning and AI.

ACCESS TO THE GLOBAL CONSUMER

The business model of Agentto™ is based on a security solution that has a great appeal to citizens of all countries. Its personal and public security model also has a patent application filed in USPTO and other countries.
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Partners will have access to scalable and evolving technology that is applicable to a broad range of personal and corporative needs. You will be able to develop solutions with valuable differentials upon the technologies (for location, context and situation awareness) that Agentto™ is producing on top of cloud computing, CEP, SOA, BPM, Semantic Reasoning and AI.

The business model of Agentto™ is based on a security solution that has a great appeal to citizens of all countries. Its personal and public security model also has a patent application filed in USPTO and other countries.

A process that is hard to succeed in any field, transforming ICT research into products that can reach and grab market is even harder. Agentto™ can be a great ally of researchers. It can transform small and fragmented niches into great business opportunities. Even high specialized researches that would not lead to whole products (only pieces of a bigger solution) can be embedded with many other solutions for ubiquitous computing related to Agentto™.

Ubiquitous Computing is becoming reality thanks to social networks, cloud computing and mobile devices of many types more and more present in people’s lives.

Agentto™ has been since its beginning designed for exploring this huge opportunity window and doing it in a collaborative way with the global technical community.

We can contribute providing basic technology and a trustable environment as well as acting as an important channel to reach global consumers and businesses.

EXPLORING A GREAT TECHNOLOGY DISRUPTION

RESEARCH TURNING INTO PRODUCTS

INNOVATIVE SOLUTIONS THAT FULFILL THE UBIQUITOUS EXPERIENCE

Regarding Ubiquitous Computing Paradigm, there are innumerable niches yet to be explored from the many gradients among research and technology, corporate solutions and consumer solutions.

The social networks were only the starting point of integration of people and services, and even a company like Google could not explore alone all the opportunities (therefore, organizing all information of the world).

Discover how Agentto™ sees this near future and how we are reserving a special place for your company, your product or your idea. Visit http://agentto.com
A high-tech **endeavor** that opens doors for you.

Agentto™ is the product created by the Project Bodyguard, a Brazilian private software initiative that has got the biggest grant ever for software from FINEP (Brazilian Federal Innovation Agency). The initiative was recognized by its innovation profile, business potential and global social impact.

Initially focused on public and personal security, Agentto™ has been conceived to explore the huge and latent opportunities of ubiquitous computing, starting from an appealing solution easily spreadable globally among consumers and companies.

The expected growth of Agentto passes through the sharing of technology, research and business model with partners worldwide – a profound thinking of how to build a company based on openness and collaboration.

For further information, please visit [http://agentto.com/dev](http://agentto.com/dev)

*Advice:* The policies and conditions for partnering with Agentto™ are in definition phase. There is no warranty on when and how the technical and commercial resources will be provided to potential partners. Moreover, there is no pre-defined schedule for the definition of the qualification criteria for partnering with Agentto™.
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